Inertial characteristics of adolescent male body segments.
In response to the presently limited information on body segment inertial characteristics of children and adolescents this investigation estimated the mass, centre of mass and principal moments of inertia of adolescent male body segments. Significant prediction equations based on anthropometric measurements were then sought. Thirteen subjects were measured at 6-monthly intervals for 2.5 yr to provide inertial characteristics for the leg, thigh, lower trunk and upper trunk segments. These characteristics were derived using an elliptical zone modelling technique. Following a correlation analysis, significant prediction equations of segment inertial parameters were derived from five, or fewer, anthropometric measurements. For all cases, more than 84% of the variance in the dependent variable was accounted for with a maximum R2 value of 94% being recorded for the prediction of thigh segment mass. The use of these prediction equations offered accurate and convenient estimates of body segment inertial characteristics within the limitations applicable to all modelling approaches. In contrast to recent studies, these equations accommodated the current morphological status of the subject.